
ENJOY DASH CAM VIDEO ON YOUR
SMARTPHONE
Qrontech announces the most advanced
dash cam with multi language support
and dual system.

SEOUL, SOUTH KOREA, February 12,
2015 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Use your
own Smartphone for watching video with
Smart Lukas Dash Camera; LK-7950WD.

Having specialized only in Car Dash
Camera since 2009, Qrontech Co., Ltd
that is leading the Korean Dash Cam
market with excellent technology and
innovative ideas finally launches LK-
7950WD model with Wi-Fi function,
aiming at expanding its business into
global market. It enables you to check not only recorded image but also image being recorded in a
real time immediately at your smartphone App through Wi-fi. Also you can operate all setting of dash
cam easily at smartphone like dash cam setting, firmware update and etc. Lukas App for LK-7950WD
is available at all smartphones with Android OS and iOS.  

21 languages Voice guidance enables Lukas Dash Cam to be used anywhere around the world.

LK-7950WD adopting “Multi language” system can be used easily and conveniently by anyone
speaking any language in the world. Users can select their language among various voice guidance
language options. 
The best resolution (1920x1080p) of both front and rear camera can record vivid image of full HD in
any circumstance. 
With Sony IMX322 sensor being equipped, you can check clear image even during nighttime as well
as daytime. UV filter for front camera protects lens from ultraviolet ray, and irregular reflection also can
be prevented by mounting CPL(Circular Polarized Light) filter. 
Lukas Dash Cam, unrivalled in reliability of products, makes it possible to work at the between -30°C
and 80°C by its own technology. Therefore you can protect your car safely everywhere not only under
bitter cold during winter time but severe heat during summer time. 

One is not sufficient. Dual is general trend now.

Everything is dual in LK-7950WD since it adopts dual system. “Dual Slot” where SD card and
microSD card record concurrently, you can save image of clear picture recorded by Lukas Dash Cam
without concerning about memory capacity because it can save data up to 256GB respectively,
512GB in total which is maximum capacity. Also you can save important image safely through “Dual
Save” function, and event image is recorded at the same time with microSD card and SD card.

http://www.einpresswire.com


With using “Dual Booting” function, driver can easily control settings with just power button. Also you
can check recorded image at any computer like Macintosh or Windows by providing Lukas viewer
through “Dual OS” function.  
Furthermore, it receives not only existing GPS but GLONASS with “Dual GPS” being equipped for the
first time in Korea, which enables you to check location of your car more accurately and quickly.  High
brightness security LED is adopted for “Dual Security” function to prevent parking terrors and security
LED lamp shifts color from blue to red, flickering quickly when movement or impact is detected during
parking record, which enables car owners to protect their vehicle. 

Learn more information at www.lukashd.com or kevin@qrontech.com.
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